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list of fictional badgers wikipedia - this is a list of fictional badgers badgers are short legged omnivores in the weasel
family mustelidae the personality and behavior of the real badger has greatly informed the development of personality and
characteristics of the badger character in fiction, spring heeled jack wikipedia - spring heeled jack is an entity in english
folklore of the victorian era the first claimed sighting of spring heeled jack was in 1837 later sightings were reported all over
great britain and were especially prevalent in suburban london the midlands and scotland there are many theories about the
nature and identity of spring heeled jack, what could have been tv tropes - the 2000s mini reboot was originally meant to
be a kei car style microvan before turning into a premium hatchback in the 60s and 70s british leyland worked on a
hatchback that would replace the original mini
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